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Since American professor L.A.Zadeh created fuzzy sets theory in 1965, it has 
made remarkable achievements in dealing with widespread fuzzy problems. It is 
simple and powerful in dealing with complex systems and supplements classical 
mathematical and statistical mathematics in some extent. 
In 2011, the concept of interval fuzzy sets is proposed for the first time in 
combining fuzzy sets theory and interval grey sets theory. Interval fuzzy sets theory 
has a significant effect in dealing with the problem that the multiple interval 
properties present overall upper and lower features. The research on interval fuzzy 
sets theory is both an effective expansion for fuzzy sets theory and further 
development for interval gray theory. The research has a good practical significance. 
The research on clustering method of interval fuzzy sets has a good basic research 
significance and can provide broad ideas on handling practical application problems 
on interval fuzzy sets. 
In this paper, the main works are listed as following: 
(1) This paper researchs on the basic concept, operation properties, cut set of 
fuzzy sets, basic concept, operation properties of interval grey sets, basic concept, 
operation properties, cut set, distance calculation method of interval fuzzy sets, basic 
concept, operation properties of interval number. These studies will become the basis 
for follow-up study. 
(2) Draw lessons from the traditional ISODATA clustering method and fuzzy 
ISODATA clustering method, the paper researchs and proposes the ISODATA 
clustering method based on interval fuzzy sets. The effectiveness of the algorithm is 
illustrated by example analysis, parameter setting is also discussed. 
(3) Based on the distance calculation method between interval fuzzy sets, the 
paper transites classical fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm to interval fuzzy c-means 
clustering algorithm. To solve the shortcomings of interval fuzzy c-means clustering 
algorithm including the difficulty to determine the initial clustering center, easy to fall 
into the local minimum value, the paper proposes an improved algorithm combined 
with genetic algorithm. The paper discusses three problems to be solved of the 
algorithm including encoding of the clustering method, the construction of the fitness 
function of the clustering method, genetic operator selection and the range of the 















Finally, the effectiveness of the algorithm is illustrated by example analysis. 
The research of this paper enriches the interval fuzzy sets theory system, builds a 
bridge to the practical application of the interval fuzzy sets, provides a new broad 
idea for the research of clustering method, has a good theoretical research 
significance. Hope that the exploration of these basic research could extend the 
research of the uncertain problem. 
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扩展理论，如 1967 年，Goguen 教授提出了 L型模糊集[2]，2000 年，Dubois 等人
和 Gorza 教授提出了区间值模糊集[3,4]，1983 年，Atanassov 教授提出了直觉模
糊集[5]，1999 年，Atanassov 教授又提出了 L 型直觉模糊集[6]，接着，结合直觉
模糊集和区间值模糊集，Atanassov 教授又提出了区间值直觉模糊集[7]，1993 年，
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